Community Weaver 3

Update from CW 3.1.1 to CW 3.1.2

The update to Community Weaver (CW) version 3.1.2 includes some design improvements that affect the way CW looks and works for all timebank members. This guide will highlight these changes.

MENU BAR

In the new version you will notice the first difference in the Community Weaver menu bar. The older version has a menu item “My Stuff,” which, if clicked, provided you with a drop down box listing links to reports about your service ads and exchanges.

OLD

In the new version, “My Stuff” has been removed and the reports about your service ads and your exchanges are now in a drop down box under your name. When you click on your name, you will no longer be taken to your profile, but the drop down box will open allowing you to click on “My profile” which will then take you to your profile.

NEW

If the payment feature has been enabled by your timebank’s coordinators, the drop down box will also show links to “My donations” and “My subscription” fees. (in this example it is not enabled)

For more information, see the Community Weaver Member Manual for “Menu bar.”
MY PROFILE

When you go to your profile, there are additional buttons at the top that will take you directly to reports of your:
   “Exchanges”
   “Service Ads”
and if the payment feature is enabled (in this example it is not enabled) you will also see:
   “Subscription” fees
   “Donations”

For more information, see the Community Weaver Member Manual for “My profile.”
MY EXCHANGES

The design of the “My exchanges” report has been improved to make it easier to understand the statistics of your exchanges. The “My exchanges summary” will show you the number of your exchanges, the number of hours exchanged and your current balance of hours exchanged. The “My exchanges” section will list each of your recorded exchanges.

Notice the buttons at the top which provide a way for you to jump quickly to your profile, service ads, offers, requests (and subscriptions or donations if enabled) and back to this exchanges report.

For more information, see the Community Weaver Member Manual for “My exchanges.”
The design of the “My service ads” report has been improved to make it easier to quickly see all of your current offers and requests as well as the most recently expired offers and requests.

Notice the buttons at the top which provide a way for you to jump quickly to your profile, exchanges, offers, requests.

For more information, see the Community Weaver Member Manual for “My service ads.”
Help Guide for Members
See more details in the: Help Guide for Members using Community Weaver.

If you have any questions, please

Contact your Timebank's Coordinators
On any page in Community Weaver, click on the “Envelope” in the menu bar to request support or to send any message to your coordinators. [Click on the icon circled in red.]
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